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01.

The Quantum  
Many-Body  
Problem.
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01.1 - Interacting Quantum Matter

E.g. 
Interacting Particles in 

Chemistry, Material 
Science, Atomic Physics, 

Nuclear Physics…

E.g. 
Harnessing 

Entanglement in 
Quantum Computers, 

Quantum Simulators…
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01.2 - Refresher: Quantum States

The state of a 
quantum spin is 

a complex-valued 
vector 

| i

| "i

| #i

| i = c"| "i+ c#| #i

Probability of Observing a Given State

A quantum spin can be found  
in either up or down state  

with a given probability

P (") = |c"|2

P (#) = |c#|2
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01.3 - The Many-Body Wave Function

The Wave Function is a Vector  
in a Huge (2^N)  

Space 

Complex-Valued Coefficients

The state of N 
quantum particles  

is a high-dimensional 
“monster”

“In general the many-electron 
wave-function for a system of many  

electrons is not a legitimate scientific concept” 

W. Kohn, Nobel Lecture

<latexit sha1_base64="HzvYyGeu91SjfBRAzqofc26v57s=">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</latexit>

| i = c""..."| "" . . . "i+ c#"..."| #" . . . "i+ . . . c##...#| ## . . . #i
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01.4 - Time-Independent Schrödinger Equation

Eigenvalue Problem 
for given Hamiltonian 

<latexit sha1_base64="1UXhLmjDJomiYZhSBHY83xhpMMc=">AAACGHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEVdelmsAiualJE3QhFEbqsYB/QhDCZTtqhk0mYmQgl9jPc+CtuXCjitjv/xkmbhW09MHA4517unBMkjEpl2z/Gyura+sZmacvc3tnd27cODlsyTgUmTRyzWHQCJAmjnDQVVYx0EkFQFDDSDoZ3ud9+IkLSmD+qUUK8CPU5DSlGSku+dW66EVIDjFhWHz+7DUl97grE+4zAG3jvczgv+lbZrthTwGXiFKQMCjR8a+L2YpxGhCvMkJRdx06UlyGhKGZkbLqpJAnCQ9QnXU05ioj0smmwMTzVSg+GsdCPKzhV/25kKJJyFAV6Mk8hF71c/M/rpiq89jLKk1QRjmeHwpRBFcO8JdijgmDFRpogLKj+K8QDJBBWuktTl+AsRl4mrWrFuaxUHy7KtduijhI4BifgDDjgCtRAHTRAE2DwAt7AB/g0Xo1348v4no2uGMXOEZiDMfkFZ42gAw==</latexit>

H| ni = En| ni

EigenstatesHamiltonian

“Row-Sparse”  
Matrix for  
Physical  

Interactions 

<latexit sha1_base64="lGF/wYtM6UTDjcg78X96yvDUrnU=">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</latexit>
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01.5 - Exact Solutions Limited to Small Systems

Papyrus

10 Qubits

[3000 BCE]

[1455]

[1973]

[1993]

[2019]
Book

IBM  
3340

IBM  
3390

Summit

15 Qubits

23 Qubits

35 Qubits

54 Qubits

[2002]

Earth 
Simulator

46 Qubits

Time
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02.

Variational  
Representations.
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02.1 - Corners of the Hilbert space

Hilbert Space 

Physical  
States 

H | i = E | i

d

dt
⇢(t) = L⇢(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="XA4rHux/6cohGeZZ+PjfIISN7dg=">AAACFXicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramkzGoTYhF0VtBGCNhYWEcwDkhDuTm6SIbMPZu4KYUntJ/gVtlrZia21hf/ibgyiiac6nHMv957jhkoasu0Pa25+YXFpObOSXV1b39jMbW1XTRBpgRURqEDXXTCopI8VkqSwHmoEz1VYcweXqV+7Q21k4N/SMMSWBz1fdqUASqR2bq/Z1SDiziju0Ig3dT8o0CE/59c/vJ3L20V7DD5LnAnJswnK7dxnsxOIyEOfhAJjGo4dUisGTVIoHGWbkcEQxAB62EioDx6aVjyOMuIHkQEKeIiaS8XHIv7eiMEzZui5yaQH1DfTXir+5zUi6p61YumHEaEv0kMkFY4PGaFl0hHyjtRIBOnnyKXPBWggQi05CJGIUVJaNunDmU4/S6pHRee46Nyc5EsXk2YybJftswJz2CkrsStWZhUm2D17ZE/s2XqwXqxX6+17dM6a7OywP7DevwAH1J2e</latexit>

… 

d

dt
| (t)i = �iH | (t)i
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z

10

02.2 - Variational Representations

<latexit sha1_base64="YOBCMkL9TDG+J85siDL6oKfqBr0=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/ol4EL4tFqJeSiKjHohePFewHNKVstpt26WYTdjdCifXiX/HiQRGv/gtv/hs3bQ7a+mDg8d4MM/P8mDOlHefbKiwtr6yuFddLG5tb2zv27l5TRYkktEEiHsm2jxXlTNCGZprTdiwpDn1OW/7oOvNb91QqFok7PY5pN8QDwQJGsDZSzz548OqKVbwQ66EfpK3JiSexGHDas8tO1ZkCLRI3J2XIUe/ZX14/IklIhSYcK9VxnVh3Uyw1I5xOSl6iaIzJCA9ox1CBQ6q66fSDCTo2Sh8FkTQlNJqqvydSHCo1Dn3TmV2q5r1M/M/rJDq47KZMxImmgswWBQlHOkJZHKjPJCWajw3BRDJzKyJDLDHRJrSSCcGdf3mRNE+r7nnVvT0r167yOIpwCEdQARcuoAY3UIcGEHiEZ3iFN+vJerHerY9Za8HKZ/bhD6zPH3fzlug=</latexit>

| (W)i

<latexit sha1_base64="xxH6Gi5QP5ijZBzmBPz6j4MdtaI=">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</latexit>

| (W )i = c""..."(W )| "" . . . "i+ c#"..."(W )| #" . . . "i+ . . . c##...#(W )| ## . . . #i

<latexit sha1_base64="6qVjVWMOrKrJnWC2sBaCa29Ojc0=">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</latexit>

hZ1Z2 . . . Zn| (W )i =  (Z1, Z2 . . . ZN ;W ) = cZ1,Z2,...ZN (W )
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02.3 - Physics-Inspired Representations

Physical States

Laughlin  
States

BCS  Wave  
Function

Jastrow  
States

Bethe  
Ansatz

…
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02.4 - General Purpose: Matrix Product States

Matrices  
DxD   

<latexit sha1_base64="RhZeyW+dlVYjsEgXJA3uw5iHgmw=">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</latexit>

hZ1Z2 . . . Zn| (W )i = Tr [M(Z1;W )M(Z2;W ) . . .M(Zn;W )]

Efficient Compression  
of Wave-Function

“Polynomial”  
complexity 

Simple Algebra

Many-Body State 
Specified by Small Set 

of Local Quantities  

Low Entanglement

S. White 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 69, 2863 (1992) 
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02.5 - Tensor Networks Representations

Area Law  
States

MPS  
PEPS  
MERA 

…

Physical States
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02.6 - Traditionally Hard Problems In 2D and 3D

Quantum  
Dynamics 

(Spins, Fermions…)

Ground States 
(Frustrated Spins,  

Fermions…)

Physical States

Sign-Problem  
Free
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03.

Neural-Network  
Representations.
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<latexit sha1_base64="tBSqedKcMJU+9Wb5A9OoDsn4hLc=">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</latexit>

hZ1Z2 . . . ZN | i = g(L) �W (L) . . . g(2) �W (2)g(1) �W (1)Z

Carleo, and Troyer  
Science 355, 602 (2017) 

<latexit sha1_base64="nzH0x0B4EzlbjvqW6DBbCX2BjXo=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIqMeiF48VbC02pWy2m3bpZhN2X4QS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPv8WYnSKQw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h+0TZxqxlsslrHuBNRwKRRvoUDJO4nmNAokfwjGN7n/8MS1EbG6x0nCexEdKhEKRtFKvh9RHAVh9jglpF+tuXV3BrJMvILUoECzX/3yBzFLI66QSWpM13MT7GVUo2CSTyt+anhC2ZgOeddSRSNuetks85ScWGVAwljbp5DM1N8bGY2MmUSBncwzmkUvF//zuimGV71MqCRFrtj8UJhKgjHJCyADoTlDObGEMi1sVsJGVFOGtqaKLcFb/PIyaZ/VvYu6d3dea1wXdZThCI7hFDy4hAbcQhNawCCBZ3iFNyd1Xpx352M+WnKKnUP4A+fzB4T4kVg=</latexit>

Z
<latexit sha1_base64="3JJS+Zue1JbZ144pw3lqBCRQA+k=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dDBahbkoioi6LblxWsA9sSplMJ+3QySTMTJQS+yluXCji1i9x5984abPQ1gMDh3Pu5Z45fsyZ0o7zbRVWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd09u7zfUlEiCW2SiEey42NFORO0qZnmtBNLikOf07Y/vs789gOVikXiTk9i2gvxULCAEayN1LfLXkOxqhdiPfKD9H56gvp2xak5M6Bl4uakAjkaffvLG0QkCanQhGOluq4T616KpWaE02nJSxSNMRnjIe0aKnBIVS+dRZ+iY6MMUBBJ84RGM/X3RopDpSahbyazjGrRy8T/vG6ig8teykScaCrI/FCQcKQjlPWABkxSovnEEEwkM1kRGWGJiTZtlUwJ7uKXl0nrtOae19zbs0r9Kq+jCIdwBFVw4QLqcAMNaAKBR3iGV3iznqwX6936mI8WrHznAP7A+vwBanmTdA==</latexit>

 (Z)

03.1 - Neural Quantum States
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Deng, Li, and Das 
Sarma 

PRX 7, 021021 
(2017)

Levine, Sharir, Cohen, 
and Shashua  

PRL 122, 065301 
(2019)

Universal Approximation 
Theorems

Volume-Law States

6

KxK	Conv
PxP	Pooling

P
H(in)

H(in)

H(out)

H
(out)=H

(in)

P
<latexit sha1_base64="K4WEmk/G5i7UiAyVSIzHIenrJnU=">AAACFXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9VV26CRahBSmJCLoRCm66rGAv0MQymU7aoZNJmDkRypCXcOOruHGhiFvBnW/jtM1CWw8M/Pz/OZw5X5BwpsBxvq2V1bX1jc3CVnF7Z3dvv3Rw2FZxKgltkZjHshtgRTkTtAUMOO0mkuIo4LQTjG+meeeBSsVicQeThPoRHgoWMoLBWP3SWeNeV+IUqpm+zjxFJEtAwYRT7YUSEz2NmahmmW5mWb9UdmrOrOxl4eaijPJq9ktf3iAmaUQFEI6V6rlOAr7GEhjhNCt6qaIJJmM8pD0jBY6o8vXsqsw+Nc7ADmNpngB75v6e0DhSahIFpjPCMFKL2dT8L+ulEF75mokkBSrIfFGYchtie4rIHjBJCfCJEdgAMX+1yQgbGmBAFg0Ed/HkZdE+r7lOzb29KNdrOY4COkYnqIJcdInqqIGaqIUIekTP6BW9WU/Wi/VufcxbV6x85gj9KevzB/l9n+M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="K4WEmk/G5i7UiAyVSIzHIenrJnU=">AAACFXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9VV26CRahBSmJCLoRCm66rGAv0MQymU7aoZNJmDkRypCXcOOruHGhiFvBnW/jtM1CWw8M/Pz/OZw5X5BwpsBxvq2V1bX1jc3CVnF7Z3dvv3Rw2FZxKgltkZjHshtgRTkTtAUMOO0mkuIo4LQTjG+meeeBSsVicQeThPoRHgoWMoLBWP3SWeNeV+IUqpm+zjxFJEtAwYRT7YUSEz2NmahmmW5mWb9UdmrOrOxl4eaijPJq9ktf3iAmaUQFEI6V6rlOAr7GEhjhNCt6qaIJJmM8pD0jBY6o8vXsqsw+Nc7ADmNpngB75v6e0DhSahIFpjPCMFKL2dT8L+ulEF75mokkBSrIfFGYchtie4rIHjBJCfCJEdgAMX+1yQgbGmBAFg0Ed/HkZdE+r7lOzb29KNdrOY4COkYnqIJcdInqqIGaqIUIekTP6BW9WU/Wi/VufcxbV6x85gj9KevzB/l9n+M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="K4WEmk/G5i7UiAyVSIzHIenrJnU=">AAACFXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9VV26CRahBSmJCLoRCm66rGAv0MQymU7aoZNJmDkRypCXcOOruHGhiFvBnW/jtM1CWw8M/Pz/OZw5X5BwpsBxvq2V1bX1jc3CVnF7Z3dvv3Rw2FZxKgltkZjHshtgRTkTtAUMOO0mkuIo4LQTjG+meeeBSsVicQeThPoRHgoWMoLBWP3SWeNeV+IUqpm+zjxFJEtAwYRT7YUSEz2NmahmmW5mWb9UdmrOrOxl4eaijPJq9ktf3iAmaUQFEI6V6rlOAr7GEhjhNCt6qaIJJmM8pD0jBY6o8vXsqsw+Nc7ADmNpngB75v6e0DhSahIFpjPCMFKL2dT8L+ulEF75mokkBSrIfFGYchtie4rIHjBJCfCJEdgAMX+1yQgbGmBAFg0Ed/HkZdE+r7lOzb29KNdrOY4COkYnqIJcdInqqIGaqIUIekTP6BW9WU/Wi/VufcxbV6x85gj9KevzB/l9n+M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="K4WEmk/G5i7UiAyVSIzHIenrJnU=">AAACFXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9VV26CRahBSmJCLoRCm66rGAv0MQymU7aoZNJmDkRypCXcOOruHGhiFvBnW/jtM1CWw8M/Pz/OZw5X5BwpsBxvq2V1bX1jc3CVnF7Z3dvv3Rw2FZxKgltkZjHshtgRTkTtAUMOO0mkuIo4LQTjG+meeeBSsVicQeThPoRHgoWMoLBWP3SWeNeV+IUqpm+zjxFJEtAwYRT7YUSEz2NmahmmW5mWb9UdmrOrOxl4eaijPJq9ktf3iAmaUQFEI6V6rlOAr7GEhjhNCt6qaIJJmM8pD0jBY6o8vXsqsw+Nc7ADmNpngB75v6e0DhSahIFpjPCMFKL2dT8L+ulEF75mokkBSrIfFGYchtie4rIHjBJCfCJEdgAMX+1yQgbGmBAFg0Ed/HkZdE+r7lOzb29KNdrOY4COkYnqIJcdInqqIGaqIUIekTP6BW9WU/Wi/VufcxbV6x85gj9KevzB/l9n+M=</latexit>

P

g:Rrl⇥. . .⇥Rrl!Rrl
<latexit sha1_base64="3RwK/oABQG2++izOV9Zt3tMUlj0=">AAACQHicbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVY9egkXwIGVXBMVTwYvHKvYB7VqyadqGZjdL8q1Qlv1pXvwJ3jx78aCIV09m2wW17UBgmJkv+TJ+JLgGx3mxCkvLK6trxfXSxubW9o69u9fQMlaU1akUUrV8opngIasDB8FakWIk8AVr+qOrzG8+MKW5DO9gHDEvIIOQ9zklYKSu3RwklynuBASGvp/cpveJ6ooUJx3gAdMZET0J+ldZFJXzN3TtslNxJsDzxM1JGeWode3nTk/SOGAhUEG0brtOBF5CFHAqWFrqxJpFhI7IgLUNDYlZxksmBaT4yCg93JfKnBDwRP07kZBA63Hgm2S2p571MnGR146hf+ElPIxiYCGdPtSPBQaJszZxjytGQYwNIVRxsyumQ6IIBdN5yZTgzn55njROK65TcW/OytWTvI4iOkCH6Bi56BxV0TWqoTqi6BG9onf0YT1Zb9an9TWNFqx8Zh/9g/X9A+m8suY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3RwK/oABQG2++izOV9Zt3tMUlj0=">AAACQHicbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVY9egkXwIGVXBMVTwYvHKvYB7VqyadqGZjdL8q1Qlv1pXvwJ3jx78aCIV09m2wW17UBgmJkv+TJ+JLgGx3mxCkvLK6trxfXSxubW9o69u9fQMlaU1akUUrV8opngIasDB8FakWIk8AVr+qOrzG8+MKW5DO9gHDEvIIOQ9zklYKSu3RwklynuBASGvp/cpveJ6ooUJx3gAdMZET0J+ldZFJXzN3TtslNxJsDzxM1JGeWode3nTk/SOGAhUEG0brtOBF5CFHAqWFrqxJpFhI7IgLUNDYlZxksmBaT4yCg93JfKnBDwRP07kZBA63Hgm2S2p571MnGR146hf+ElPIxiYCGdPtSPBQaJszZxjytGQYwNIVRxsyumQ6IIBdN5yZTgzn55njROK65TcW/OytWTvI4iOkCH6Bi56BxV0TWqoTqi6BG9onf0YT1Zb9an9TWNFqx8Zh/9g/X9A+m8suY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3RwK/oABQG2++izOV9Zt3tMUlj0=">AAACQHicbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVY9egkXwIGVXBMVTwYvHKvYB7VqyadqGZjdL8q1Qlv1pXvwJ3jx78aCIV09m2wW17UBgmJkv+TJ+JLgGx3mxCkvLK6trxfXSxubW9o69u9fQMlaU1akUUrV8opngIasDB8FakWIk8AVr+qOrzG8+MKW5DO9gHDEvIIOQ9zklYKSu3RwklynuBASGvp/cpveJ6ooUJx3gAdMZET0J+ldZFJXzN3TtslNxJsDzxM1JGeWode3nTk/SOGAhUEG0brtOBF5CFHAqWFrqxJpFhI7IgLUNDYlZxksmBaT4yCg93JfKnBDwRP07kZBA63Hgm2S2p571MnGR146hf+ElPIxiYCGdPtSPBQaJszZxjytGQYwNIVRxsyumQ6IIBdN5yZTgzn55njROK65TcW/OytWTvI4iOkCH6Bi56BxV0TWqoTqi6BG9onf0YT1Zb9an9TWNFqx8Zh/9g/X9A+m8suY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3RwK/oABQG2++izOV9Zt3tMUlj0=">AAACQHicbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVY9egkXwIGVXBMVTwYvHKvYB7VqyadqGZjdL8q1Qlv1pXvwJ3jx78aCIV09m2wW17UBgmJkv+TJ+JLgGx3mxCkvLK6trxfXSxubW9o69u9fQMlaU1akUUrV8opngIasDB8FakWIk8AVr+qOrzG8+MKW5DO9gHDEvIIOQ9zklYKSu3RwklynuBASGvp/cpveJ6ooUJx3gAdMZET0J+ldZFJXzN3TtslNxJsDzxM1JGeWode3nTk/SOGAhUEG0brtOBF5CFHAqWFrqxJpFhI7IgLUNDYlZxksmBaT4yCg93JfKnBDwRP07kZBA63Hgm2S2p571MnGR146hf+ElPIxiYCGdPtSPBQaJszZxjytGQYwNIVRxsyumQ6IIBdN5yZTgzn55njROK65TcW/OytWTvI4iOkCH6Bi56BxV0TWqoTqi6BG9onf0YT1Zb9an9TWNFqx8Zh/9g/X9A+m8suY=</latexit>
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o

<latexit sha1_base64="BIRE53qXjQafmDdf+/vXI2+45Q8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BIRE53qXjQafmDdf+/vXI2+45Q8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BIRE53qXjQafmDdf+/vXI2+45Q8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BIRE53qXjQafmDdf+/vXI2+45Q8=">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</latexit>
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i

<latexit sha1_base64="8tGWXTEsFScZEgIAvXQ3NLsRfU0=">AAACD3icbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BItYQcquCOqt4MVjBdcWunXJZtM2bTZZk2yxLP0JXvwrXjyoePXqzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZeEDOqtG1/W7mFxaXllfxqYW19Y3OruL1zq0QiMXGxYEI2AqQIo5y4mmpGGrEkKAoYqQf9y7FfHxCpqOA3ehiTVoQ6nLYpRtpIfvFw6FOYeuQ+oYMR9GIpQo8LRiOqld+DDz69S8u9o5FfLNkVewI4T5yMlECGml/88kKBk4hwjRlSqunYsW6lSGqKGRkVvESRGOE+6pCmoRxFRLXSyUMjeGCUELaFNMU1nKi/J1IUKTWMAtMZId1Vs95Y/M9rJrp93kopjxNNOJ4uaicMagHH6cCQSoI1GxqCsKTmVoi7SCKsTYYFE4Iz+/I8cU8qFxXn+rRUPc7SyIM9sA/KwAFnoAquQA24AINH8AxewZv1ZL1Y79bHtDVnZTO74A+szx+EJZ0E</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8tGWXTEsFScZEgIAvXQ3NLsRfU0=">AAACD3icbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BItYQcquCOqt4MVjBdcWunXJZtM2bTZZk2yxLP0JXvwrXjyoePXqzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZeEDOqtG1/W7mFxaXllfxqYW19Y3OruL1zq0QiMXGxYEI2AqQIo5y4mmpGGrEkKAoYqQf9y7FfHxCpqOA3ehiTVoQ6nLYpRtpIfvFw6FOYeuQ+oYMR9GIpQo8LRiOqld+DDz69S8u9o5FfLNkVewI4T5yMlECGml/88kKBk4hwjRlSqunYsW6lSGqKGRkVvESRGOE+6pCmoRxFRLXSyUMjeGCUELaFNMU1nKi/J1IUKTWMAtMZId1Vs95Y/M9rJrp93kopjxNNOJ4uaicMagHH6cCQSoI1GxqCsKTmVoi7SCKsTYYFE4Iz+/I8cU8qFxXn+rRUPc7SyIM9sA/KwAFnoAquQA24AINH8AxewZv1ZL1Y79bHtDVnZTO74A+szx+EJZ0E</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8tGWXTEsFScZEgIAvXQ3NLsRfU0=">AAACD3icbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BItYQcquCOqt4MVjBdcWunXJZtM2bTZZk2yxLP0JXvwrXjyoePXqzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZeEDOqtG1/W7mFxaXllfxqYW19Y3OruL1zq0QiMXGxYEI2AqQIo5y4mmpGGrEkKAoYqQf9y7FfHxCpqOA3ehiTVoQ6nLYpRtpIfvFw6FOYeuQ+oYMR9GIpQo8LRiOqld+DDz69S8u9o5FfLNkVewI4T5yMlECGml/88kKBk4hwjRlSqunYsW6lSGqKGRkVvESRGOE+6pCmoRxFRLXSyUMjeGCUELaFNMU1nKi/J1IUKTWMAtMZId1Vs95Y/M9rJrp93kopjxNNOJ4uaicMagHH6cCQSoI1GxqCsKTmVoi7SCKsTYYFE4Iz+/I8cU8qFxXn+rRUPc7SyIM9sA/KwAFnoAquQA24AINH8AxewZv1ZL1Y79bHtDVnZTO74A+szx+EJZ0E</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8tGWXTEsFScZEgIAvXQ3NLsRfU0=">AAACD3icbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BItYQcquCOqt4MVjBdcWunXJZtM2bTZZk2yxLP0JXvwrXjyoePXqzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZeEDOqtG1/W7mFxaXllfxqYW19Y3OruL1zq0QiMXGxYEI2AqQIo5y4mmpGGrEkKAoYqQf9y7FfHxCpqOA3ehiTVoQ6nLYpRtpIfvFw6FOYeuQ+oYMR9GIpQo8LRiOqld+DDz69S8u9o5FfLNkVewI4T5yMlECGml/88kKBk4hwjRlSqunYsW6lSGqKGRkVvESRGOE+6pCmoRxFRLXSyUMjeGCUELaFNMU1nKi/J1IUKTWMAtMZId1Vs95Y/M9rJrp93kopjxNNOJ4uaicMagHH6cCQSoI1GxqCsKTmVoi7SCKsTYYFE4Iz+/I8cU8qFxXn+rRUPc7SyIM9sA/KwAFnoAquQA24AINH8AxewZv1ZL1Y79bHtDVnZTO74A+szx+EJZ0E</latexit>
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x(1)
<latexit sha1_base64="56s56lVgg545MY3eVvNO4xx9ymg=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RT16WVqEeimJCOqt4MVjBWMLbS2b7aZdutmE3U2xhPwTLx5UvPpTvPlv3LQ5aOvAwjDzHm92/JgzpR3n2yqtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH9uHRg4oSSahHIh7Jjo8V5UxQTzPNaSeWFIc+p21/cpP77SmVikXiXs9i2g/xSLCAEayNNLDtXoj12A/Sp+wxrbtn2cCuOQ1nDrRK3ILUoEBrYH/1hhFJQio04VipruvEup9iqRnhNKv0EkVjTCZ4RLuGChxS1U/nyTN0apQhCiJpntBorv7eSHGo1Cz0zWSeUy17ufif1010cNVPmYgTTQVZHAoSjnSE8hrQkElKNJ8ZgolkJisiYywx0aasiinBXf7yKvHOG9cN9+6i1qwWbZThBKpQBxcuoQm30AIPCEzhGV7hzUqtF+vd+liMlqxi5xj+wPr8AZu+kxU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="56s56lVgg545MY3eVvNO4xx9ymg=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RT16WVqEeimJCOqt4MVjBWMLbS2b7aZdutmE3U2xhPwTLx5UvPpTvPlv3LQ5aOvAwjDzHm92/JgzpR3n2yqtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH9uHRg4oSSahHIh7Jjo8V5UxQTzPNaSeWFIc+p21/cpP77SmVikXiXs9i2g/xSLCAEayNNLDtXoj12A/Sp+wxrbtn2cCuOQ1nDrRK3ILUoEBrYH/1hhFJQio04VipruvEup9iqRnhNKv0EkVjTCZ4RLuGChxS1U/nyTN0apQhCiJpntBorv7eSHGo1Cz0zWSeUy17ufif1010cNVPmYgTTQVZHAoSjnSE8hrQkElKNJ8ZgolkJisiYywx0aasiinBXf7yKvHOG9cN9+6i1qwWbZThBKpQBxcuoQm30AIPCEzhGV7hzUqtF+vd+liMlqxi5xj+wPr8AZu+kxU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="56s56lVgg545MY3eVvNO4xx9ymg=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RT16WVqEeimJCOqt4MVjBWMLbS2b7aZdutmE3U2xhPwTLx5UvPpTvPlv3LQ5aOvAwjDzHm92/JgzpR3n2yqtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH9uHRg4oSSahHIh7Jjo8V5UxQTzPNaSeWFIc+p21/cpP77SmVikXiXs9i2g/xSLCAEayNNLDtXoj12A/Sp+wxrbtn2cCuOQ1nDrRK3ILUoEBrYH/1hhFJQio04VipruvEup9iqRnhNKv0EkVjTCZ4RLuGChxS1U/nyTN0apQhCiJpntBorv7eSHGo1Cz0zWSeUy17ufif1010cNVPmYgTTQVZHAoSjnSE8hrQkElKNJ8ZgolkJisiYywx0aasiinBXf7yKvHOG9cN9+6i1qwWbZThBKpQBxcuoQm30AIPCEzhGV7hzUqtF+vd+liMlqxi5xj+wPr8AZu+kxU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="56s56lVgg545MY3eVvNO4xx9ymg=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RT16WVqEeimJCOqt4MVjBWMLbS2b7aZdutmE3U2xhPwTLx5UvPpTvPlv3LQ5aOvAwjDzHm92/JgzpR3n2yqtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH9uHRg4oSSahHIh7Jjo8V5UxQTzPNaSeWFIc+p21/cpP77SmVikXiXs9i2g/xSLCAEayNNLDtXoj12A/Sp+wxrbtn2cCuOQ1nDrRK3ILUoEBrYH/1hhFJQio04VipruvEup9iqRnhNKv0EkVjTCZ4RLuGChxS1U/nyTN0apQhCiJpntBorv7eSHGo1Cz0zWSeUy17ufif1010cNVPmYgTTQVZHAoSjnSE8hrQkElKNJ8ZgolkJisiYywx0aasiinBXf7yKvHOG9cN9+6i1qwWbZThBKpQBxcuoQm30AIPCEzhGV7hzUqtF+vd+liMlqxi5xj+wPr8AZu+kxU=</latexit>
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x(1)
<latexit sha1_base64="5rdiKmfKZq83pjbIkeqQcBeRKv8=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3warUTUlEUHcFNy4rGFtoYplMJ+3QyYOZGzGE/IAbf8WNCxW3foA7/8ZJm4W2HpjhcM693HuPF3MmwTS/tcrC4tLySnW1tra+sbmlb+/cyigRhNok4pHoelhSzkJqAwNOu7GgOPA47Xjjy8Lv3FMhWRTeQBpTN8DDkPmMYFBSXz9wAgwjz88e8rvMkUSwGMofUk6zhnWc5329bjbNCYx5YpWkjkq0+/qXM4hIEtAQCMdS9iwzBjfDAhjhNK85iaQxJmM8pD1FQxxQ6WaTa3LjUCkDw4+EeiEYE/V3R4YDKdPAU5XF7nLWK8T/vF4C/rmbsTBOgIZkOshPuAGRUURjDJigBHiqCFYRqF0NMsICE1AB1lQI1uzJ88Q+aV40revTeuuoTKOK9tA+aiALnaEWukJtZCOCHtEzekVv2pP2or1rH9PSilb27KI/0D5/AH6unJA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5rdiKmfKZq83pjbIkeqQcBeRKv8=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3warUTUlEUHcFNy4rGFtoYplMJ+3QyYOZGzGE/IAbf8WNCxW3foA7/8ZJm4W2HpjhcM693HuPF3MmwTS/tcrC4tLySnW1tra+sbmlb+/cyigRhNok4pHoelhSzkJqAwNOu7GgOPA47Xjjy8Lv3FMhWRTeQBpTN8DDkPmMYFBSXz9wAgwjz88e8rvMkUSwGMofUk6zhnWc5329bjbNCYx5YpWkjkq0+/qXM4hIEtAQCMdS9iwzBjfDAhjhNK85iaQxJmM8pD1FQxxQ6WaTa3LjUCkDw4+EeiEYE/V3R4YDKdPAU5XF7nLWK8T/vF4C/rmbsTBOgIZkOshPuAGRUURjDJigBHiqCFYRqF0NMsICE1AB1lQI1uzJ88Q+aV40revTeuuoTKOK9tA+aiALnaEWukJtZCOCHtEzekVv2pP2or1rH9PSilb27KI/0D5/AH6unJA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5rdiKmfKZq83pjbIkeqQcBeRKv8=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3warUTUlEUHcFNy4rGFtoYplMJ+3QyYOZGzGE/IAbf8WNCxW3foA7/8ZJm4W2HpjhcM693HuPF3MmwTS/tcrC4tLySnW1tra+sbmlb+/cyigRhNok4pHoelhSzkJqAwNOu7GgOPA47Xjjy8Lv3FMhWRTeQBpTN8DDkPmMYFBSXz9wAgwjz88e8rvMkUSwGMofUk6zhnWc5329bjbNCYx5YpWkjkq0+/qXM4hIEtAQCMdS9iwzBjfDAhjhNK85iaQxJmM8pD1FQxxQ6WaTa3LjUCkDw4+EeiEYE/V3R4YDKdPAU5XF7nLWK8T/vF4C/rmbsTBOgIZkOshPuAGRUURjDJigBHiqCFYRqF0NMsICE1AB1lQI1uzJ88Q+aV40revTeuuoTKOK9tA+aiALnaEWukJtZCOCHtEzekVv2pP2or1rH9PSilb27KI/0D5/AH6unJA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5rdiKmfKZq83pjbIkeqQcBeRKv8=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3warUTUlEUHcFNy4rGFtoYplMJ+3QyYOZGzGE/IAbf8WNCxW3foA7/8ZJm4W2HpjhcM693HuPF3MmwTS/tcrC4tLySnW1tra+sbmlb+/cyigRhNok4pHoelhSzkJqAwNOu7GgOPA47Xjjy8Lv3FMhWRTeQBpTN8DDkPmMYFBSXz9wAgwjz88e8rvMkUSwGMofUk6zhnWc5329bjbNCYx5YpWkjkq0+/qXM4hIEtAQCMdS9iwzBjfDAhjhNK85iaQxJmM8pD1FQxxQ6WaTa3LjUCkDw4+EeiEYE/V3R4YDKdPAU5XF7nLWK8T/vF4C/rmbsTBOgIZkOshPuAGRUURjDJigBHiqCFYRqF0NMsICE1AB1lQI1uzJ88Q+aV40revTeuuoTKOK9tA+aiALnaEWukJtZCOCHtEzekVv2pP2or1rH9PSilb27KI/0D5/AH6unJA=</latexit>
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x(K)

y=W (L)x
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FIG. 4. A general overlapping convolutional network in 2D.

window slices extending beyond the boundaries have zero

value. Let y 2 Rr
(out)

be a vector representing the chan-
nels at some location of the output, and similarly, let

x(1), . . . ,x(R2) 2 Rr
(in)

be the set of vectors representing
the slice, where each vector represents the channels at its
respective location inside the R ⇥ R window, then the
operation of a GC layer is defined as follows:

y = g(W (1)x(1), . . . ,W (R2)x(R2)),

where W (1), . . . ,W (R2) 2 Rr
(out)

⇥r
(in)

are referred to as

the weights of the layer, and g : Rr
(out) ⇥ · · ·⇥Rr

(out) !
Rr

(out)

is some point-wise pooling function. Additionally,
we call a GC layer that is limited to unit-stride and has
K⇥K receptive field a K⇥K Conv layer, and similarly,
a P⇥P Pooling layer is a GC layer with both stride and
receptive fields equal to P⇥P . With the above defini-
tions, a convolutional network is simply a sequence of L
blocks of Conv and Pooling layers that follows the repre-
sentation layer, and ends with a global pooling layer, i.e.
a pooling layer with P equals the entire spatial extent of
its input. The entire network is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Given a non-linear point-wise activation function
�(·) (e.g. ReLU), then setting all pooling functions
to average pooling followed by the activation, i.e.

g(x(1), . . . ,x(R2))c = �
⇣P

R
2

i=1 x
(i)
c

⌘
for c 2 [D(out)], give

rise to the common all-convolutional network with �(·)
activations, which served as the initial motivation for this
formulation. Alternatively, choosing instead a product

pooling function, i.e. g(x(1), . . . ,x(R2))c =
Q

R
2

i=1 x
(i)
c for

c 2 [D(out)], results in an Arithmetic Circuit, i.e. a circuit
containing just product and sum operations, hence it is
referred to as an Overlapping Convolutional Arithmetic
Circuit, or Overlapping ConvAC in short, where ‘over-
lapping’ refers to having receptive fields which overlap
when K > 1. The non-overlapping case, where K = 1, is
equivalent to ConvACs as originally introduced by Cohen
et al. [31].

In the body of the paper we have discussed the entan-
glement entropy of overlapping convolutional networks
with no spatial decimation, which essentially amount to
having pooling layers with P = 1, which was summarized
in Theorem 1 of the main text. The following theorem

quantifies the e↵ect of pooling layers with P = 2 in over-
lapping convolutional networks:

Theorem 3 For an overlapping ConvAC with 2d pool-
ing operations in between convolution layers (Fig. 4 with
P = 2), the maximal entanglement entropy w.r.t. (A,B)
modeled by the network obeys:

⌦
�
min

�
↵d,K↵d�1

 �
,

where ↵ is the linear dimension of the d-dimensional sys-
tem for d = 1, 2.

Thus, the introduction of such pooling layers results
in a diminished ability of the overlapping-convolutional
network to represent volume-law entanglement scaling,
since the KL factor from Theorem 1 of the main text is
diminished to a factor of K. In the following, we prove
the results in Theorem 1 of the main text and Theo-
rem 3 in this appendix regarding entanglement scaling
supported by overlapping ConvACs:
Proof (of Theorem 1 of the main text and Theorem 3

above). We begin by providing a succinct summary of
the theoretical analysis of overlapping ConvACs that was
shown by [40], including the necessary technical back-
ground on ConvACs required to understand their results.
[40] shows lower bounds on the rank of the dup-tensor for
various architectures when A is left half of the input and
B the right half, in d = 2, when the convolutional ker-
nel is anchored at the corner instead of at the center like
presented in this letter.

Total
Receptive

Field

Total
Stride

Layer L

Layer L-1

Input Layer

FIG. 5. Illustration of the total receptive field and the total
stride.

For any layer l 2 [L] in a convolutional network, the
local receptive field (or kernel size) K(l) is defined as the
linear size of the window on which each convolutional ker-
nel acts upon, and the stride S(l) is defined as the step
size in each dimension between two neighboring windows
(assumed to be 1 in this letter). The main result of [40]
relies on two architecture dependent attributes that they
referred to as the total receptive field and and the to-
tal stride of the l’th layer, defined as the projections on
the input layer of the local receptive fields and strides
from the perspective of the l’th layer, as illustrated in

03.2 - Representation and Entanglement Properties
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FIG. 1. We demonstrate a mapping from any tensor network with an e�cient contraction algorithm to a compact neural
network. In this figure we illustrate our coarse-grained construction of a Neural Network ✏-approximation of a Matrix Product

State over N sites, each of d degrees of freedom, and bond dimension �. The resulting neural network is of depth Õ

⇣
lnN+

p
1/✏

⌘

and uses only Õ

⇣
N(d+�)�2+

p
1/✏

⌘
edges.

nentially large bond-dimension [29]. An approach map-
ping MPS onto non-standard neural-networks has also
been introduced [31]. Despite the important theoretical
progress, however a direct mapping between generic, e�-
ciently contractible TNS and standard NQS has not been
established to date. This situation for example leaves
open the possibility that TNS can o↵er a general repre-
sentational advantage over NQS representations [32, 33],
and that there might exist compact, contractible TNS
that cannot be expressed by means of compact NQS.

In this work, we establish a direct mapping between
TNS in arbitrary dimension and NQS. By directly con-
structing neural-network layers that perform tensor con-
tractions, we show that e�ciently contractible TNS can
be constructed in terms of polynomially sized neural-
networks. Our result, in conjunction with previously es-
tablished results on the entanglement capacity of NQS,
then demonstrates that NQS constitute a very flexible
classical representation of quantum states, and that TNS
commonly used in variational applications are strictly a
subset of NQS.

Preliminaries – We consider in the following a pure
quantum system, constituted by N discrete degrees of
freedom s⌘(s1, . . . , sN ) (e.g. spins, occupation numbers,
etc.) such that the wave-function amplitudes hs| i =
 (s) fully specify its state. Following the approach intro-
duced in [3], we can represent log( (s)) as g1(s)+i·g2(s),
where g1 and g2 are two outputs of a feed-forward neu-
ral network, parametrized by a possibly large number of
network connections. Given an arbitrary set of quantum
numbers, s, the output value computation of the corre-
sponding NQS can generally be described as two roots of
a directed acyclic graph (V,E), where the value of each

node v 2 V is recursively defined as:

v(s) = �

0

@bv +
X

(u,v)2E

Wu,vu(s)

1

A , (1)

where {Wu,v 2 R}(u,v)2E and {bv 2 R}v2V are the pa-
rameters of the network, and � : R ! R is some non-
linear function known as the activation function, e.g.,
ReLU(x) = max(x, 0) or softplus(x) = log(exp(x) + 1)
[34, 35]. The root nodes of the network can optionally
use the identity instead of a non-linear activation func-
tion. The depth of a neural network is defined as the
maximal distance between an input node and the roots.
Alternatively, a state  (s) can also be viewed as a

complex tensor As1,...,sN that is in turn represented in
terms of tensor factorization schemes. Most forms of ten-
sor factorizations are conveniently described graphically
via Tensor Networks, undirected graphs whose nodes are
tensors and edges specify contractions between connected
tensors. See Figure 4 for illustrated introduction to ten-
sor networks and Penrose diagrams. See right half for
common types of TN.
In contrast with NN, which can be computed in O(|E|)

time, the complexity of TN is dependent on its contrac-
tion order. While finding the optimal contraction or-
der for an arbitrary TN is known to be NP-complete,
for many common TN forms, e.g. Matrix Product
States, e�cient algorithms exist. Two such contraction
schemes are the sequential and parallel contractions that
are depicted in Figure 2. Given a contraction order,
the value of  (s) can alternatively be described in the
form of an arithmetic circuit, i.e., a computational graph
comprising product and weighted-sum nodes. Specif-
ically, the value for a product node v 2 P is given
by v(s) =

Q
(u,v)2E u(s), and for a weighted-sum node

v 2 S is given by v(s) =
P

(u,v)2E Wu,v · u(s), where
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arise naturally:

log(x1 + x2) = log(exp(o1) + exp(o2))

= o1 + log (1 + exp(o2 � o1))

= o1 + softplus(o2 � o1).

For log-space summation of n inputs, we can decompose
it as a binary tree, which gives the log(m) correction
to the depth of the network. With both log-space NN
analogs in place, a non-negative AC can be exactly re-
produce with same asymptotic time complexity.

For the second step, we reduce the general complex
case to the non-negative case. A real number x 2 R
can be represented with a redundant representation of
two non-negative numbers x+, x� � 0 by x = x+ � x�.
Addition and multiplication can be applied directly on
this representation:

x+ y = (x+ + y+)� (x� + y�)

x · y = (x+ · y+ + x� · y�)� (x� · y+ + x+ · y�)

Thus, a real AC can be expressed as the di↵erence of
two non-negative AC, and a complex AC by represent-
ing the real and imaginary parts in this fashion. Fi-
nally, to compute the logarithm of this redundant com-
plex representation, i.e., the log-magnitude and phase,
we employ various univariate approximation schemes.
Since these two operations are smooth and used only at
the end of the network, it results in the additive term
c(✏,m,Wmax, fmin), which is merely logarithmic in the
number of edges of the AC, and double logarithmic with
respect to the magnitudes of the weights and the WF
amplitudes. Due to these weak dependencies of the tar-
get AC, it allows for an approximation with a practically
arbitrary precision.

The immediate implication of Theorem 1 is that NQS
can simulate TNS at least as e�ciently as their TN rep-
resentation, as given by the following corollary:

Corollary 1 For any tensor network quantum state with
a contraction scheme of run-time k, and at most b bits
of precision in computations and parameters, there ex-
ists a neural network that approximate it with a max-
imal error of ✏ and of run-time (number of edges)

O
⇣
k + ln2

�
kb
✏

�
+ ln

�
1
✏

�q
1
✏

⌘
.

For the specific case of MPS, corollary 1 translates to the
following

Corollary 2 For any MPS over N sites, each of local
dimension d, with bond dimension �, and fixed b bits of
precision, there exists a neural network of depth l con-
sisting of m edges that approximates its contraction al-
gorithm up to ✏, where l and m depend on the chosen
contraction scheme:

1. For the sequential scheme, l = Õ
⇣
N +

p
1/✏

⌘
and

m = Õ
⇣
Nd�2 +

p
1/✏

⌘
.

Quantum  
States

Neural

MPS

PEPS*

Gapped 
 1D

Quantum States

FIG. 3. Expressive power of classically-tractable variational
quantum states. Di↵erent classes of quantum states describ-
ing a qudit system with N degrees of freedom and comprising
poly(N) variational parameters are compared. Matrix Prod-
uct States (MPS) can e�ciently represent gapped ground-
states of one-dimensional systems. PEPS* denotes here Pro-
jected Entangled Pair States of bond dimension � that are
exactly or approximately contracted in poly(N,�) time on a
classical computer. Neural Quantum States (NQS) comprise
all polynomially tractable tensor networks, thus include MPS,
and PEPS⇤, while also representing additional states with
volume law entanglement that are not e�ciently described by
planar tensor networks such as MPS and PEPS.

2. For the parallel scheme, Õ(lnN +
p

1/✏) and

m = Õ
⇣
N(d+ �)�2 +

p
1/✏

⌘
.

where Õ denotes big-O while ignoring logarithmic factors.

In turn, this result also allows to use previously estab-
lished rigorous results on MPS to directly quantify the
expressive power of NQS on special classes of quantum
systems. For example, Hastings famously established an
area-law entanglement for the gapped ground state of
one-dimensional systems [39] that directly translates into
an e�cient approximability by MPS [39–42]. Our result
in 2, in connection with the bound established in [39]
implies the following

Corollary 3 Consider a 1D Hamiltonian H defined
on N qudits of finite local dimension d, and with
a non-vanishing spectral gap �. The ground state
of a H can be written as a deep neural network
of depth l = O(lnN +

p
1/✏) and number of edges

m = O (poly(N, 1/✏)).

While the connection we have established is strictly in-
clusive, we show that the inverse does not hold, i.e., that
there exists NQS that cannot be e�ciently reproduced
by widely adopted classes of variational TNS:

Corollary 4 There exist quantum states that can be rep-
resented by neural networks with parameters and runtime
polynomial in the number of sites, that MPS, MERA, and
PEPS tensor networks cannot represent e�ciently unless
they use exponential number of parameters.
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log(x1 + x2) = log(exp(o1) + exp(o2))

= o1 + log (1 + exp(o2 � o1))

= o1 + softplus(o2 � o1).

For log-space summation of n inputs, we can decompose
it as a binary tree, which gives the log(m) correction
to the depth of the network. With both log-space NN
analogs in place, a non-negative AC can be exactly re-
produce with same asymptotic time complexity.

For the second step, we reduce the general complex
case to the non-negative case. A real number x 2 R
can be represented with a redundant representation of
two non-negative numbers x+, x� � 0 by x = x+ � x�.
Addition and multiplication can be applied directly on
this representation:

x+ y = (x+ + y+)� (x� + y�)

x · y = (x+ · y+ + x� · y�)� (x� · y+ + x+ · y�)

Thus, a real AC can be expressed as the di↵erence of
two non-negative AC, and a complex AC by represent-
ing the real and imaginary parts in this fashion. Fi-
nally, to compute the logarithm of this redundant com-
plex representation, i.e., the log-magnitude and phase,
we employ various univariate approximation schemes.
Since these two operations are smooth and used only at
the end of the network, it results in the additive term
c(✏,m,Wmax, fmin), which is merely logarithmic in the
number of edges of the AC, and double logarithmic with
respect to the magnitudes of the weights and the WF
amplitudes. Due to these weak dependencies of the tar-
get AC, it allows for an approximation with a practically
arbitrary precision.

The immediate implication of Theorem 1 is that NQS
can simulate TNS at least as e�ciently as their TN rep-
resentation, as given by the following corollary:

Corollary 1 For any tensor network quantum state with
a contraction scheme of run-time k, and at most b bits
of precision in computations and parameters, there ex-
ists a neural network that approximate it with a max-
imal error of ✏ and of run-time (number of edges)
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For the specific case of MPS, corollary 1 translates to the
following

Corollary 2 For any MPS over N sites, each of local
dimension d, with bond dimension �, and fixed b bits of
precision, there exists a neural network of depth l con-
sisting of m edges that approximates its contraction al-
gorithm up to ✏, where l and m depend on the chosen
contraction scheme:

1. For the sequential scheme, l = Õ
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FIG. 3. Expressive power of classically-tractable variational
quantum states. Di↵erent classes of quantum states describ-
ing a qudit system with N degrees of freedom and comprising
poly(N) variational parameters are compared. Matrix Prod-
uct States (MPS) can e�ciently represent gapped ground-
states of one-dimensional systems. PEPS* denotes here Pro-
jected Entangled Pair States of bond dimension � that are
exactly or approximately contracted in poly(N,�) time on a
classical computer. Neural Quantum States (NQS) comprise
all polynomially tractable tensor networks, thus include MPS,
and PEPS⇤, while also representing additional states with
volume law entanglement that are not e�ciently described by
planar tensor networks such as MPS and PEPS.

2. For the parallel scheme, Õ(lnN +
p

1/✏) and

m = Õ
⇣
N(d+ �)�2 +

p
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⌘
.

where Õ denotes big-O while ignoring logarithmic factors.

In turn, this result also allows to use previously estab-
lished rigorous results on MPS to directly quantify the
expressive power of NQS on special classes of quantum
systems. For example, Hastings famously established an
area-law entanglement for the gapped ground state of
one-dimensional systems [39] that directly translates into
an e�cient approximability by MPS [39–42]. Our result
in 2, in connection with the bound established in [39]
implies the following

Corollary 3 Consider a 1D Hamiltonian H defined
on N qudits of finite local dimension d, and with
a non-vanishing spectral gap �. The ground state
of a H can be written as a deep neural network
of depth l = O(lnN +

p
1/✏) and number of edges

m = O (poly(N, 1/✏)).

While the connection we have established is strictly in-
clusive, we show that the inverse does not hold, i.e., that
there exists NQS that cannot be e�ciently reproduced
by widely adopted classes of variational TNS:

Corollary 4 There exist quantum states that can be rep-
resented by neural networks with parameters and runtime
polynomial in the number of sites, that MPS, MERA, and
PEPS tensor networks cannot represent e�ciently unless
they use exponential number of parameters.
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E(W) =
h (W)|H| (W)i

h (W)| (W)i
� E0
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04.2 - Example Application: Frustrated Spins
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Significantly Higher Accuracy Than 
Shallow Networks 

~4x10^-5 

10 by 10 cluster

Sharir, Levine, Wies, 
Carleo, and Shashua 

Phys. Rev. Lett. 124, 
020503 (2020)

Carleo, and Troyer  
Science 355, 602 (2017) 

Choo, Neupert, and Carleo 
Phys. Rev. B 100, 

125124 (2019)

04.3 - Heisenberg Limit - From RBM to ARN
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04.4 - Frustrated Case: Accuracy Diagram

NQS is Better

NQS is Worse

Choo, Neupert, and Carleo 
Phys. Rev. B 100, 125124 (2019)

10 by 10 cluster
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04.5 - Continuous Improvements…

Nomura, and Imada 
Phys. Rev. X 11, 031034  (2021)
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Map Fermions to 
Spins 

Bravyi-Kitaev 
Mapping 

Jordan-Wigner 
Mapping 

Pro: Simple Mapping  

Con: N-Body, non-local Spin 
Operators  

Pro: log(N)-Body, quasi-local 
Spin Operators  

Con: More Involved Mapping 

Choo, Mezzacapo, and Carleo 
Nature Comm.  11,  2368 (2020)

05.1 - Fermions: Back to the Spin Problem
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2

a) b)

FIG. 1. Comparing the accuracy of fermionic neural-network quantum states with other quantum chemistry approaches. Shown
are dissociation curves for a) C2 and b) N2, in the sto-3g basis with 20 spin-orbitals. The RBM used has 40 hidden units, and
it is compared both to coupled-cluster approaches (CCSD, and CCSD(T)) and exact FCI energies.

on a direct encoding of electronic configurations. This
task is achieved by mapping the fermionic problem onto
an equivalent spin problem, and then solving the latter
with spin-based neural-network quantum states. Using
techniques from quantum information, we study differ-
ent model agnostic mappings. We show results for sev-
eral small diatomic molecules in minimal Gaussian ba-
sis sets, where our approach reaches chemical accuracy
(< 5kcal/mol) or better. The current challenges in ex-
tending the method to larger basis sets and molecules are
also discussed.

Electronic structure on spin systems.- We consider
many-body molecular fermionic Hamiltonians in second
quantization formalism,

H =
X

i,j

tij c
†
i cj +

X

i,j,k,m

uijkm c†i c
†
kcmcj , (1)

where we have defined fermionic annihilation and
creation operators with the anticommutation relation
{c†i , cj} = �i,j on N fermionic modes, and one- and
two-body integrals tij and uijkm. The Hamiltonian (1)
can then be mapped to interacting spin models with the
Jordan-Wigner [18] mapping, or the more recent parity or
Bravyi-Kitaev [19] encodings, which have been developed
in the context of quantum simulations. These encodings
can be expressed in the compact form

cj !
1

2

Y

i2U(j)

�x
i ⇥

0

@�x
j

Y

i2P (j)

�z
i � i�y

j

Y

i2R(j)

�z
i

1

A

c†j !
1

2

Y

i2U(j)

�x
i ⇥

0

@�x
j

Y

i2P (j)

�z
i + i�y

j

Y

i2R(j)

�z
i

1

A ,

(2)

where we have defined an update U(j), parity P (j)
and remainder R(j) sets of spins, which depend on the

particular mapping considered [20, 21], and �(x,y,z)
i de-

note Pauli matrices acting on lattice site i. In the well
known case of the Jordan-Wigner transformation, the
update, parity and remainder sets become U(j) = j,
P (j) = {0, 1, ...j � 1}, R(j) = P (j), and the mapping
takes the simple form

cj !

 
j�1Y

i=0

�z
i

!
��
j

c†j !

 
j�1Y

i=0

�z
i

!
�+
j ,

(3)

where �+(�)
j = (�x

j + (�)i�y
j )/2. In all cases, the final

outcome is a spin Hamiltonian with the general form

Hq =
rX

j=1

hj�j , (4)

defined as a linear combination with real coefficients hj

of �j , M -fold tensor products of single-qubit Pauli op-
erators I,�x,�y,�z. Additionally, under such mappings,
there is a one to one correspondence between spin config-
uration ~� and the original particle occupations ~n�. In the
following, we will consider the interacting spin Hamilto-
nian (4) as a starting point for our variational treatment.

Neural-network quantum states.- In order to have a
flexible variational parameterization for the ground-state
of the electronic hamiltonian, we use neural-network-
based variational wave functions, dubbed neural-network
quantum states [10] (NQS). One conceptual interest of
NQS is that, because of the flexibility of the underly-
ing non-linear parameterization, they can be adopted to
study both equilibrium [22, 23] and out-of-equilibrium
[24–29] properties of diverse many-body quantum sys-
tems. In this work we adopt a simple neural-network

2

a) b)

FIG. 1. Comparing the accuracy of fermionic neural-network quantum states with other quantum chemistry approaches. Shown
are dissociation curves for a) C2 and b) N2, in the sto-3g basis with 20 spin-orbitals. The RBM used has 40 hidden units, and
it is compared both to coupled-cluster approaches (CCSD, and CCSD(T)) and exact FCI energies.

on a direct encoding of electronic configurations. This
task is achieved by mapping the fermionic problem onto
an equivalent spin problem, and then solving the latter
with spin-based neural-network quantum states. Using
techniques from quantum information, we study differ-
ent model agnostic mappings. We show results for sev-
eral small diatomic molecules in minimal Gaussian ba-
sis sets, where our approach reaches chemical accuracy
(< 5kcal/mol) or better. The current challenges in ex-
tending the method to larger basis sets and molecules are
also discussed.

Electronic structure on spin systems.- We consider
many-body molecular fermionic Hamiltonians in second
quantization formalism,

H =
X

i,j

tij c
†
i cj +

X

i,j,k,m

uijkm c†i c
†
kcmcj , (1)

where we have defined fermionic annihilation and
creation operators with the anticommutation relation
{c†i , cj} = �i,j on N fermionic modes, and one- and
two-body integrals tij and uijkm. The Hamiltonian (1)
can then be mapped to interacting spin models with the
Jordan-Wigner [18] mapping, or the more recent parity or
Bravyi-Kitaev [19] encodings, which have been developed
in the context of quantum simulations. These encodings
can be expressed in the compact form
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where we have defined an update U(j), parity P (j)
and remainder R(j) sets of spins, which depend on the

particular mapping considered [20, 21], and �(x,y,z)
i de-

note Pauli matrices acting on lattice site i. In the well
known case of the Jordan-Wigner transformation, the
update, parity and remainder sets become U(j) = j,
P (j) = {0, 1, ...j � 1}, R(j) = P (j), and the mapping
takes the simple form
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where �+(�)
j = (�x

j + (�)i�y
j )/2. In all cases, the final

outcome is a spin Hamiltonian with the general form

Hq =
rX

j=1

hj�j , (4)

defined as a linear combination with real coefficients hj

of �j , M -fold tensor products of single-qubit Pauli op-
erators I,�x,�y,�z. Additionally, under such mappings,
there is a one to one correspondence between spin config-
uration ~� and the original particle occupations ~n�. In the
following, we will consider the interacting spin Hamilto-
nian (4) as a starting point for our variational treatment.

Neural-network quantum states.- In order to have a
flexible variational parameterization for the ground-state
of the electronic hamiltonian, we use neural-network-
based variational wave functions, dubbed neural-network
quantum states [10] (NQS). One conceptual interest of
NQS is that, because of the flexibility of the underly-
ing non-linear parameterization, they can be adopted to
study both equilibrium [22, 23] and out-of-equilibrium
[24–29] properties of diverse many-body quantum sys-
tems. In this work we adopt a simple neural-network

Spin Hamiltonian is a sum of 
product of Pauli matrices

Jordan Wigner “strings” take into 
account exchange symmetry  

05.2 - Jordan-Wigner Mapping
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I. MODEL

We are interested in solving Hamiltonians of the form

Ĥfermion =�
ij

aijc
†
icj + �

ijkl

bijklc
†
ic

†
jckcl + h.c. (1)

where c
†
i (ci) are fermionic operators which creates (annihilates) an electron in orbital i. In order to handle the fermionic anti-

commutation, we map this model to a system of spins via some transformation, Jordan-Wigner or Bravyi-Kitaev or parity.

II. RESULTS

A. Small Molecules Dissociation curves

We first consider small molecules in a minimal basis set (sto-3g). We show in Fig. 1 the dissociation curves for C2 and N2,
where it can be seen that the performance of the RBM is better than CCSD or CCSD(T).

a) b)

FIG. 1. We show here the dissociation curves for a) C2 and b) N2, in the sto-3g basis with 20 spin-orbitals. The size of the Hilbert spaces are
44100 and 14400 respectively. The RBM used has hidden unit density ↵ = 2. (Optimisation Parameters: learning rate = 0.03, regularisation =
0.01, sample size = 100000)

B. Mapping Type

We can also see in Fig. 2 that the RBM is generally agnostic towards the mapping type.

C. Water

When attempting to optimise the RBM for the water molecule, we encountered some issues in the larger basis sets (6-31g (26
spin-orbitals) and ccpvdz (48 spin-orbitals)) despite having perfect accuracy in the sto-3g (14 spin-orbitals) basis.
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05.4 - Alternative Approach to Chemistry Problems 

Neural-Network Backflow: change 
nodal structure

2

first step to understanding correlated quantum systems.
Various mean fields lead to di↵erent types of ground
states including Slater determinants,

 SD(r) =det
⇥
MSD,"⇤ det

⇥
MSD,#⇤; (1)

MSD,�

ik
=�k�(ri�) (2)

and Bogoliubov de Gennes wave-functions,

 BDG(r) =det[�] (3)

�ij =
NX

k,l=1

�k"(ri,") Skl �l#(rj,#) (4)

where �k� is the k’th single particle orbital and ri,� is
the position of the i’th particle of spin �. Eq. (1) only
takes the occupied orbitals while Eq. (3) is summed over
both occupied and unoccupied orbitals.

Mean field states are uncorrelated by construc-
tion. The simplest way to capture correlation physics
is through the introduction of a Jastrow giving
 Jastrow(r) = exp[�U(r)] MF (r), where U(r) is an ar-
bitrary function. In this work, we always use a charge
Jastrow U(r) = 1

2

P
i,j

vijninj , where ni is the charge
density, vij is the variational parameters. While Jastrow
factors can introduce many-body correlations, they can’t
modify the mean-field’s sign structure. One approach
to add additional sign-structure modifying correlation is
through a backflow correction [2, 7–9, 39–51] which intro-
duces correlations by having the single-particle orbitals
act on a configuration-dependent quasi-particle position.
On lattice models, this is equivalent to a configuration-
dependent mean-field - i.e. the quadratic Hamiltonian or
single-particle orbitals �b

k,�
(ri; r) depend not only on the

position ri but on all other electron positions r.
Neural Network Backflow - The NNB uses a FFN to

modify the single particle orbitals for a spin �,

�b

k�
(ri,�; r) = �k�(ri,�) + aNN

ki,�
(r) (5)

where each value of aNN

ij,�
is represented by an output

neuron of the FNN. We use one neural net for each of
� 2 {", #}. This is to be contrasted with the standard
backflow[40] parameterization,

�b

k�
(ri,�; r) = �k� +

X

j

⌘ij,��k�(rj,�)

⌘ij,� = tDiHj✓|i�j|,� (6)

with Di = ni,"ni,#, Hi = (1 � ni,")(1 � ni,#). ✓1,� and
✓2,� are the only non-zero variational parameters.

Interestingly, the backflow transformation of Eq. (6),
can be represented as a neural network for aNN

ij,�
(r) with

three hidden layers and a linear number of neurons; an
explicit construction will be given in the next section.
This ensures that there exists a three layer neural net-
work which is at least as good as the standard backflow
transformation.

We consider two NNB wave-functions,  SN and  PN ,
implemented on top of a Slater Determinant and BCS
pairing wave-functions respectively. The neural nets used
in these wave-functions are similar although  SN has
outputs which only correspond to the occupied orbitals,
while the outputs of  PN correspond to all the orbitals.
In addition, for  SN there are only two neural nets (one
for each of the spin-up and spin-down orbitals) while for
 PN there is an additional neural net used to generate a
system dependent Skl(r). This is implemented by letting
Skl(r) = Skl + dNN

kl
(r), where dNN

kl
(r) is represented by

an FNN (in this work always fixed to 16 hidden neurons)
that inputs the system configuration r and outputs the
symmetric matrix correction dNN

kl
. Notice that  PN is

trivially a superset of  SN .
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Figure 2. Left: Relative error from the exact ground-state
energy of Eq. 7 (E = �11.868[52]), for various classes of wave-
functions. The star is the variance extrapolation result of PN

(see Fig. 7). Right: Relative energy error as a function of
1/m for NNB. Statistical error bars are shown but smaller
than the marker size.

Although various architectures can be used, we adopt
a three-layer fully-connected FNN for each of the func-
tions aNN

ki,�
and dNN

kl
(see Fig. 1). The input layer has

2N neurons with neuron i (neuron i + N) outputting 1
if there is spin up (spin down) on site i and -1 other-
wise, where N is the total system size. The hidden layer
contains mN hidden neurons for constant m with Recti-
fier Linear Units (ReLU) [53] activation functions. The
output layer then contains O(N2) neurons specifying the
values of the respective functions. Gradients are com-
puted in the standard way using variational Monte Carlo
(see Appendix. B) which requires evaluating the deriva-
tive of the wave-function with respect to the weights and
bias in the neural network. Derivatives for FNN are typ-
ically taken using back-propagation. Because the wave-
function is a determinant of a matrix generated by the
neural-network output, we evaluate this full derivative
by envisioning this determinant as an additional final
layer of the neural network and then performing back-
propagation including this layer. This ensures the cost
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FIG. 8. Graphical representation of data from Table II, see caption for details. A chemical accuracy line (Chem. Acc. - pink
dashed line) is plotted where it falls within the range of the plotted data for a system.

and repeated runs showed more stable behaviour in line
with what would be expected. It is possible on these par-
ticular runs the walkers became trapped near the nodes
and accumulated anomalous low energy statistics. Again,
further analysis and development of this DMC is required
to understand if this is a feature of the precise Ansatz or
issues with the DMC implementation.

A. GPU, CPU and Computational Time

In this work we have used a combination of GPU and
CPU compute resources. Typically, research groups may
not have access to state-of-the-art compute architectures
and may need to exploit alternate compute resources.
The GPU methods were significantly faster than the CPU
experiments, especially in the cases of larger systems, for
example GPU vs. CPU per iteration times for the DMC
algorithm on the system Neon were 4s and 24s, re-
spectively, we found that in these small systems a CPU
implementation distributed over 3 nodes was enough for
reasonable experiment time (< 1 week). However, the
scaling makes the CPU implementation impractical for
larger systems. CPU implementations are not standard
for the machine learning community, but are for the
quantum chemistry community. We highlight here that
these methods can be used on CPU architectures, though
may quickly become impractical for larger systems.

One iteration of DMC is less computationally demand-
ing than VMC, requiring 1 forward pass, 1 energy com-
putation and 1 backward pass, plus some negligible func-
tions. However, we port the Fermi Net weights to 64-bit
precision for the DMC phase, finding significantly better
performance. This is increases the walltime of 1 iteration
of DMC to 1-1.5x 1 iteration of VMC.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have changed the structure of a neural
network Ansatz, the Fermi Net, by removing redundant
elements (the diagonal elements of the pairwise streams)
and splitting the data in the permutation equivariant
function such that it is not reused unnecessarily. These
changes increase the performance (as measured by the
walltime) of the network. Additionally, we have improved
approximations to the ground state, found with Varia-
tional Monte Carlo and a Fermi Net* Ansatz, with Di↵u-
sion Monte Carlo, matching or exceeding state-of-the-art
in all systems.

With respect to the first contribution, although this
model is small compared with other state-of-the-art neu-
ral networks [36], it contains the expensive determinant
computation, which is the dominant term in the com-
plexity of the network scaling as O(n3

e
k), where ne is

the number of electrons and k is the number of determi-
nants. Variational Monte Carlo requires computation of
the Laplacian, which uses ne backward passes of the first
order derivatives. In total, the estimated complexity of
the network is O(n4

e
k). Although the changes made here

improve the performance, this improvement in speed may
be negligible at larger system sizes.

A. Related Work

Other more recent work [19] additionally found sig-
nificant e�ciency gains in altering the neural network
with no noticeable reduction in accuracy: replacing
the anisotropic decay parameters with isotropic decay
parameters in the envelopes; and removing more re-
dundant parameters in the determinant sum. Further,
other smaller networks employing a more traditional Jas-
torw/backflow Ansatz [9] and integrated Hartree-Fock
orbitals were significantly less computationally demand-
ing at the cost of notably worse performance. There are
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We develop a ...

Introduction.- Quantum algorithms have the ability
to offer exponential speedup over existing classical al-
gorithms for many interesting problems. The fact that
quantum computers can efficiently store the wavefunc-
tion is essential in these quantum algorithms and vital
to their speedup success[citation?]. At the same time the
difficulty of simulating quantum algorithms efficiently on
a classical computer arises in the difficulty of storing the
exponential information complexity needed to fully de-
scribe the wavefunction, which contains all the informa-
tion of a quantum system as was originally pointed out
by Feynman [1] .To fully understand the computational
power of quantum computers it is of fundamental impor-
tance to understand if classes of quantum algorithms can
be efficiently simulated using classical computers.

This exponential complexity of describing a quantum
state suggests that it should be impossible to to efficiently
simlulate quantum algorithms. However often the many-
body wave function can be characterized by information
complexity which is smaller than the maximum capacity
of the corresponding Hilbert space[citation carleo-NN].
This has been used in a few limited cases to simulate
some quantum algorithms. For example circuits that are
constituted of Clifford group gates [2] where the input
state is |0i, where the entanglement is limited at each
stage of the quantum circuit [3] [4] and circuits with
restricted topological and depth properties [5–7]. Fur-
thermore the terminating Quantum Fourier transform for
slightly entangled MPS states has been shown to be clas-
sically simulable [8] (“NOTE to GC: what I am talking
about here is that � is polynomially bounded in number
of qubits n, furhtermore the citations are from Browne
although I did read their abstract and results - the word-
ing like - “restricted topological and depth properties” are
the same/similar as in Browne2007”). However to date
no such classical and general approximation algorithms
exist. Recently advancements have been made in com-
putational physics where machine learning techniques
have been utilized to efficiently encode the wavefunc-
tion and furthermore solve many-body problems without
prior knowledge of the system [9]. This fact opens up
possibilites for exploring new approaches for efficiently
simulating quantum computation algorithms using clas-
sical computers and we argue that there is a vast class
of algorithms that can be efficiently approximated using
variational approximations.
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Figure 1. Action of a set of universal gate on a re-

stricted Boltzman machine state. Here, | in
RBMi repre-

sents the input state to which the gates in leftmost column
are applied, | out

RBMi is instead the output state. Single-qubit
Z rotations (upper panels) acting on a given qubit (in blue)
result in local weight modifications, CZ gates (bottom panels)
acting on two qubits (in blue) require instead the introduc-
tion of an extra hidden neuron (in red). Those two fami-
lies of gates can be applied exactly, whereas the Hadamard
gate (middle panels) is approximated through the numerical
scheme described in the text.

In this Letter, we present a general method to effi-
ciently approximate unitary transformations which are
described by polynomial size quantum circuits using re-
stricted Boltzmann machines and Monte Carlo sampling.
This is achieved via a stochastic framework using super-
vised learning of the target quantum state at each point
in the circuit. In particular we demonstrate the effective-
ness of the method on the truncated Quantum Fourier
circuit by studying different input states, namely the
ground state of the transverse field Ising model (TFIM)
in one and two dimensions [9].

Neural-network state.- Consider a quantum system
consisting of N qubits. Here we use a representation of
the many-body state associated to this system in terms
of a Neural-Network quantum state. More specifically,
we consider a Restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) ar-
chitecture. The RBM consist of a visible layer of N nodes

Single-Qubit Z 
Rotations

Two-Qubit 
Controlled Z Rotations

Hadamard 
Gate

06.1 - Universal Gate Set
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Introduction.- Quantum algorithms have the ability
to offer exponential speedup over existing classical al-
gorithms for many interesting problems. The fact that
quantum computers can efficiently store the wavefunc-
tion is essential in these quantum algorithms and vital
to their speedup success[citation?]. At the same time the
difficulty of simulating quantum algorithms efficiently on
a classical computer arises in the difficulty of storing the
exponential information complexity needed to fully de-
scribe the wavefunction, which contains all the informa-
tion of a quantum system as was originally pointed out
by Feynman [1] .To fully understand the computational
power of quantum computers it is of fundamental impor-
tance to understand if classes of quantum algorithms can
be efficiently simulated using classical computers.

This exponential complexity of describing a quantum
state suggests that it should be impossible to to efficiently
simlulate quantum algorithms. However often the many-
body wave function can be characterized by information
complexity which is smaller than the maximum capacity
of the corresponding Hilbert space[citation carleo-NN].
This has been used in a few limited cases to simulate
some quantum algorithms. For example circuits that are
constituted of Clifford group gates [2] where the input
state is |0i, where the entanglement is limited at each
stage of the quantum circuit [3] [4] and circuits with
restricted topological and depth properties [5–7]. Fur-
thermore the terminating Quantum Fourier transform for
slightly entangled MPS states has been shown to be clas-
sically simulable [8] (“NOTE to GC: what I am talking
about here is that � is polynomially bounded in number
of qubits n, furhtermore the citations are from Browne
although I did read their abstract and results - the word-
ing like - “restricted topological and depth properties” are
the same/similar as in Browne2007”). However to date
no such classical and general approximation algorithms
exist. Recently advancements have been made in com-
putational physics where machine learning techniques
have been utilized to efficiently encode the wavefunc-
tion and furthermore solve many-body problems without
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Figure 1. Action of a set of universal gate on a re-

stricted Boltzman machine state. Here, | in
RBMi repre-

sents the input state to which the gates in leftmost column
are applied, | out

RBMi is instead the output state. Single-qubit
Z rotations (upper panels) acting on a given qubit (in blue)
result in local weight modifications, CZ gates (bottom panels)
acting on two qubits (in blue) require instead the introduc-
tion of an extra hidden neuron (in red). Those two fami-
lies of gates can be applied exactly, whereas the Hadamard
gate (middle panels) is approximated through the numerical
scheme described in the text.

In this Letter, we present a general method to effi-
ciently approximate unitary transformations which are
described by polynomial size quantum circuits using re-
stricted Boltzmann machines and Monte Carlo sampling.
This is achieved via a stochastic framework using super-
vised learning of the target quantum state at each point
in the circuit. In particular we demonstrate the effective-
ness of the method on the truncated Quantum Fourier
circuit by studying different input states, namely the
ground state of the transverse field Ising model (TFIM)
in one and two dimensions [9].

Neural-network state.- Consider a quantum system
consisting of N qubits. Here we use a representation of
the many-body state associated to this system in terms
of a Neural-Network quantum state. More specifically,
we consider a Restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) ar-
chitecture. The RBM consist of a visible layer of N nodes
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06.3 - Learning the Hadamard

2

corresponding to the qubits degrees of freedom in a cho-
sen basis (eg. we consider in the following the set of quan-
tum numbers corresponding to eigenstates of the Pauli
�

Z , namely Z = Z1, Z2, ..., ZN ) where the Z variables
can take the values {0, 1}, and a layer of M latent vari-
ables ( h1, h2, ..., hM ). Given an input many-body config-
uration S the RBM then outputs a complex number cor-
responding to the unnormalized wave-function amplitude
hZ| i ⌘  (Z). This network description corresponds
to the following variational expression for the quantum
states [9]:

 W(Z) = exp
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where the lower-script W denotes the dependence on a set
of complex-valued of variational parameters, including
the visible bias aj , the hidden bias bk and the weights
Wjk.

We then consider a quantum circuit, whose action is
fully specified by the application of a sequence of Ng local
gates Gp where p = 1, .., Ng. Any unitary operation and
hence any quantum circuit can be approximated to arbi-
trary accuracy in terms of a set of universal gates. The
Solovay–Kitaev theorem implies that an arbitrary single
qubit gate can be approximated efficiently [10]. In the
following, we consider the universal set of gates compris-
ing single-qubit Z rotations, the Hadamard gate (H) and
controlled-Z rotations (CZ). In order to simulate quan-
tum computing with a neural-network ansatz, we then
devise strategies to apply such gates to the states (1).
Specifically, for a given gate Gp we look for a solution
to hZ| W0i = hZ|Gp| Wi, where the new set of weights
W

0should be determined in such a way that this equation
is verified for all the possible values of Z.

The action of the single-qubit Z rotations of angle
� is fully determined by the diagonal matrix R

z(�) =
Diag(1, ei�). More explicitly, its action on a given qubit
l yields hZ|R

z
l (�)| Wi = e

i�Zl W(Z). This expres-
sion shows that the gate can be exactly reproduced if
W

0 = {a
0
, b, W}, where a

0
j = aj + �jli�. The action

of a CZ gate acting on two qubits l and m instead
reads hZ|CZlm(�)| Wi = e

iZlZm� W(Z). This equa-
tion can also be exactly satisfied, apart from a trivial
global normalization constant, upon introduction of an
extra hidden unit h[c] coupled only to qubits l and m

through the weights Wl[c] = �Wm[lm] = 2A(�), with
A(�) = arcosh(e�i�/2) as derived in detail in the Ap-
pendix. Also, this gate requires a change in the visi-
ble bias, in such a way that a

0
l = al + i�/2 � A(�) and

a
0
m = am + i�/2 + A(�). The action of circuits contain-

ing only R(�) and CZ gates can be efficiently simulated

in terms of RBM states, since it induces local network
modifications which are easily determined using the rules
discussed above (see Fig. 1for a schematic representation
of how the RBM state is modified in those cases).

Approximating Hadamard gates.- In order to provide
a complete scheme for the classical simulation of quan-
tum circuits with NQS, we need to specify the action
of the Hadamard gate. At variance with the previously
discussed unitaries, in the general case it is hard to find
exact strategies to efficiently apply the Hadamard gate
to an NQS. The exact application of the Hadamard gate
results in the introduction of an additional layer in the
Boltzmann machine, thus going beyond the NQS form.
As a consequence of the extra deep layer, the sampling
from the evolved states becomes soon intractable as the
circuit depth grows. Here, we instead consider an ap-
proximate strategy, relying on a generalized variational
treatment of the quantum circuit in the pure RBM form.
Given an initial variational state | Wi our goal is to de-
vise an efficient numerical scheme to obtain an optimal
representation of the many-body quantum state after the
Hadamard gate, |�i = H| Wi, such that | W0i ' |�i

for a set of parameters W
0 to be determined. Specifically,

we consider the negative log-fidelity:

L( W0 ,�) = � log


|h W0 |�i|

|| W0i|||�i|

�
, (2)

which attains a minimum L = 0 when the two states
are equal, and devise a procedure to minimize it with
respect to W

0. In the language of machine learning, our
loss function is then the log infidelity between the tar-
get sand the variational state. In analogy with the time-
dependent variational Monte Carlo scheme, this quantity
can be minimized using a stochastic procedure. In par-
ticular, the gradient with respect to the k-th variational
parameter, pk, can expressed in terms of expectation val-
ues:

@pkL( W0 ,�) = hO
?
k(Z)i �

D
�(Z)
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k(Z)
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�(Z)
 (Z)
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, (3)

where we have introduced the variational opera-
tors Ok(Z) = @pk log W0(Z), and hF (Z)i ⌘P

Z F (Z)| (Z)|2/
P

Z | (Z)|2 denote expectation val-
ues over the variational state. Using the gradient,
stochastically evaluated with a Markov chain Monte
Carlo, we can then systematically optimize the log-
infidelity even on large systems, inaccessible to exact sim-
ulation approaches. Details concerning the sampling pro-
cedure, and the optimization steps are discussed in the
Appendix.

A key observation here is that sampling from the state
|�i (which is a linear combination of two RBM states)
is computationally feasible. The minimization of the fi-
delity with respect to the parameters of the RBM is
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where the lower-script W denotes the dependence on a set
of complex-valued of variational parameters, including
the visible bias aj , the hidden bias bk and the weights
Wjk.

We then consider a quantum circuit, whose action is
fully specified by the application of a sequence of Ng local
gates Gp where p = 1, .., Ng. Any unitary operation and
hence any quantum circuit can be approximated to arbi-
trary accuracy in terms of a set of universal gates. The
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modifications which are easily determined using the rules
discussed above (see Fig. 1for a schematic representation
of how the RBM state is modified in those cases).

Approximating Hadamard gates.- In order to provide
a complete scheme for the classical simulation of quan-
tum circuits with NQS, we need to specify the action
of the Hadamard gate. At variance with the previously
discussed unitaries, in the general case it is hard to find
exact strategies to efficiently apply the Hadamard gate
to an NQS. The exact application of the Hadamard gate
results in the introduction of an additional layer in the
Boltzmann machine, thus going beyond the NQS form.
As a consequence of the extra deep layer, the sampling
from the evolved states becomes soon intractable as the
circuit depth grows. Here, we instead consider an ap-
proximate strategy, relying on a generalized variational
treatment of the quantum circuit in the pure RBM form.
Given an initial variational state | Wi our goal is to de-
vise an efficient numerical scheme to obtain an optimal
representation of the many-body quantum state after the
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where the lower-script W denotes the dependence on a set
of complex-valued of variational parameters, including
the visible bias aj , the hidden bias bk and the weights
Wjk.

We then consider a quantum circuit, whose action is
fully specified by the application of a sequence of Ng local
gates Gp where p = 1, .., Ng. Any unitary operation and
hence any quantum circuit can be approximated to arbi-
trary accuracy in terms of a set of universal gates. The
Solovay–Kitaev theorem implies that an arbitrary single
qubit gate can be approximated efficiently [10]. In the
following, we consider the universal set of gates compris-
ing single-qubit Z rotations, the Hadamard gate (H) and
controlled-Z rotations (CZ). In order to simulate quan-
tum computing with a neural-network ansatz, we then
devise strategies to apply such gates to the states (1).
Specifically, for a given gate Gp we look for a solution
to hZ| W0i = hZ|Gp| Wi, where the new set of weights
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0should be determined in such a way that this equation
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stochastically evaluated with a Markov chain Monte
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delity with respect to the parameters of the RBM is
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Figure 4. Comparing the effect of hardware noise to the variational error.
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06.5 - Simulating QAOA 3
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FIG. 1. A schematic representation of the QAOA circuit and our approach to simulating it. The input state is trivially
initialized to |+i. Next, at each p, the exchange of exactly (UC , Sec. II B 1) and approximately (RX(�) = e�i�X , Sec. II B 2)
applicable gates is labeled. As noted in the main text, each (exact) application of the UC gate leads to an increase in the
number of hidden units by |E| (the number of edges in the graph). In order to keep that number constant, we compress the
number of hidden units (Sec. II C), indicated by red dashed lines after each UC gate. The compression is repeated at each layer
after the first, halving the number of hidden units each time.

an abstract gate G is found as the solution of the follow-
ing nonlinear equation:

hB| ✓0i = C hB| G | ✓i , (6)

for all bitstrings B and any constant C, if a solution
exists. For example, consider the Pauli Z gate acting on
qubit i. In that case, Eq. 6 reads e

a
0
iBi = C(�1)Bie

aiBi

after trivial simplification. The solution is a
0
i
= ai + i⇡

for C = 1, with all other parameters remaining un-
changed. Such replacement rules for all three Pauli gates
can be found in Table I.

C a0 b0 W 0

Xi ai a0
i = �ai b0k = bk +Wik W 0

ik = �Wik

Yi ai + i⇡/2 a0
i = �ai + i⇡ b0k = bk +Wik W 0

ik = �Wik

Zi 1 ai + i⇡ No change No change

TABLE I. Parameter replacement rules for applying Pauli
gates to RBMs.

In addition, one can exactly implement a subset of
two-qubit gates by introducing an additional hidden unit
coupled only to the two qubits in question. Labeling the
new unit by c, we can implement the RZZ gate relevant
for QAOA. The gate is given as RZZ(�) = e

�i�ZiZj /

diag(1, ei�, ei�, 1) up to a global phase. The replacement
rules read:

Wic = �2A(�) , Wjc = 2A(�)

ai ! ai +A(�) , aj ! aj �A(�) ,
(7)

where A(�) = Arccosh
�
e
i�
�

and C = 2. Derivations of
replacement rules for these and other gates can be found
in Appendix A.

2. Approximate gate application to RBMs by stochastic

optimization

Not all gates can be applied through solving Eq. 6.
Most notably, gates that form superpositions belong in
this category, including UB(�) =

Q
i
e
�i�Xi required for

running QAOA. This happens simply because a linear
combination of two or more RBMs cannot be exactly
represented by a single new RBM through a simple vari-
ational parameter change. To simulate those gates, we
employ a variational stochastic optimization scheme.

We take D(�, ) = 1�F (�, ) as a measure of distance
between two arbitrary quantum states |�i and | i, where
F (�, ) is the usual quantum fidelity:

F (�, ) =
| h�| i |

2

h�|�i h | i
, (8)

In order to find variational parameters ✓ which approx-
imate a target state |�i well (| ✓i ⇡ |�i, up to a normal-
ization constant), we minimize D( ✓,�) using a gradient-
based optimizer. In this work we use the Stochastic Re-
configuration (SR) [28] algorithm to achieve that goal.
To that end, we write D( ✓,�) as an expectation value

2

A. Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm
for the MaxCut problem

The Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm
(QAOA) [5, 8] is a variational quantum algorithm for
approximately solving discrete combinatiorial optimiza-
tion problems. In this work, we study a quadratic cost
function associated with a MaxCut problem on graphs.

If we consider a graph G and denote the set of its edges
by E(G), the MaxCut of the graph G is defined by the
following operator:

C =
X

i,j2E(G)

wijZiZj , (1)

where wij are the edge weights. The classical bitstring
B that minimizes hB| C |Bi is the graph partition with
the maximum cut. QAOA approximates such a quantum
state through a quantum circuit of predefined depth p:

|�,�i = UB(�p)UC(�p) · · ·UB(�1)UC(�1) |+i , (2)

where |+i is a symmetric superposition of all compu-
tational basis states: |+i = H

⌦N
|0i⌦N for N qubits.

The set of 2p real numbers �i and �i for i = 1 . . . p define
the variational parameters to be optimized over by an
external classical optimizer. Unitary gates UB and UC

are defined as follows:

• UC(�) = e
�i�C =

Q
i,j2E(G)

e
�i�wijZiZj

• UB(�) =
Q
i2G

e
�i�Xi

Optimal variational parameters � and � are then found
through an outer-loop classical optimizer of the following
quantum expectation value:

C(�,�) = h�,�| C |�,�i (3)

In this work we consider 3-regular graphs with all
weights wij set to unity at QAOA depths of p = 1, 2, 4.
At p = 1, we base our parameter choices on the exact po-
sition of global optimum that is easily accessible through
Theorem 1.

Theorem 1 For an arbitrary graph G, the QAOA cost
function for the MaxCut problem given in Eq. 3 takes the
form

C(�,�) =

1

2

X

hk,li


sin(4�) sin(2�) (cosqk(2�) + cosql(2�)) +

+ sin2(2�) cosqk+ql�2�kl(2�)(1� cos�kl(4�))

�
(4)

at p = 1. Here, qk + 1 and ql + 1 are degrees of ver-
tices k and l and �kl is the number of common neighbors
between those vertices.

An almost identical theorem can be found in [7] but
our expression differs in numerical prefactors and signs
that cannot be attributed to parameter rescaling. The
complete derivation can be found in Appendix C.

For p = 2 and p = 4, we resort to direct numerical
evaluation of the cost function as given in Eq. 1 from
either the complete state vector of the system (number
of qubits permitting) or from importance-sampling the
output state as represented by a Restricted Boltzmann
Machine. For all p, we find the optimal angles using
Adam [24] with either numerical or exact gradients.

B. Restricted Boltzmann Machines as Quantum
States

Consider a quantum system consisting of N qubits.
The Hilbert space is spanned by the computational ba-
sis {|Bi : B 2 {0, 1}N} of classical bit strings B =
(B1, . . . , BN ). A general state can be expanded in this
basis as | i =

P
B  (B) |Bi. The convention Zi |Bi =

(�1)Bi |Bi is adopted. We use a neural-network repre-
sentation of the many-body wavefunction  (B) associ-
ated with this system, and specifically adopt a shallow
network of the Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM)
type: [25–27]

 (B) ⇡  ✓(B) ⌘ exp

0

@
NX

j=1

ajBj

1

A ·

·

NhY

k=1

2

41 + exp

0

@bk +
NvX

j=1

WjkBj

1

A

3

5 .

(5)

The RBM provides a classical variational representa-
tion of the quantum state [22], and is parametrized by a
set of complex parameters ✓ = {a,b,W} – visible biases
a = (a1, . . . , aN ), hidden biases b = (b1, . . . , bNh) and
weights W = (Wj,k : j = 1 . . . N, k = 1 . . . Nh). The
complex-valued ansatz given in Eq. 5 is, in general, not
normalized.

We note that the N -qubit |+i state required for ini-
tializing QAOA can always be exactly implemented by
setting all variational parameters to 0. That choice en-
sures that the wavefunction ansatz given in Eq. 5 is con-
stant across all computational basis states, as required.
Subsequent unitary gate application is discussed in the
following sections.

1. Exact gate application to RBMs

In what follows, a generic quantum circuits composed
of local gates is considered. The advantage of using the
ansatz given in Eq. 5 as an N -qubit state is that a subset
of one- and two-qubit gates can be exactly implemented
as mappings between different sets of variational param-
eters ✓ 7! ✓

0. In general, such mapping corresponding to

Medvidovic, and Carleo  
arXiv:2009.01769 (2020)
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5

FIG. 2. Left: The exact variational QAOA landscape at p = 1 of a random 20-qubit instance of a 3-regular graph is presented,
calculated using Theorem 1. The optimum was found using a gradient-based optimizer [24] and marked. The restricted cut along
the constant-� line and at optimal � is more closely studied in the center panel. Center: RBM-based output wavefunctions
are contrasted with exact results. Right: A similar variational landscape cut is presented at p = 2. Optimal p = 2 QAOA
parameters are calculated using numerical derivatives and a gradient-based optimizer. Parameters �1, �1 and �2 are fixed at
their optimal values while the cost function �2-dependence is investigated. We note that our approach is able to accurately
reproduce the increased proximity to the combinatorial optimum associated with increasing QAOA depth p.

for each individual qubit indexed by i. The wave-
function associated with the state Xi | ✓i in Eq. 16 is
available for sampling through the parameter replace-
ment rules given in Table I. We repeat the optimization
of each qubit i separately, effectively applying the desired
gate UB(�).

3. Initialization

In order to successfully approximate a target quantum
state with an RBM, a good choice of intial parameters
✓ in Algorithm 1 is crucial. The initial RBM state must
have a nonzero overlap with the target state since gradi-
ents are proportional to the fidelity (overlap squared).

For applying e
�i�Xi gates, we find that the natural

choice works the best: if cos2 � > 1/2 then initialize the
state ✓ as the current RBM | ✓i with no changes, else
initialize as parameters corresponding to state Xi | ✓i

(see Table I and Appendix A). This choice simply ensures
that we start from the state that is closer to the target
state given in Eq. 16.

C. Parameter count reduction

In order to simulate QAOA at depth p using the RBM
framework, one needs to introduce additional hidden
units in order to implement UC(�) at each layer, as many
as the number of edges in the underlying graph. For
larger p, those extra hidden units can result in a large
number of associated parameters to optimize over that
are not strictly required for accurate output state ap-
proximations.

In order to keep the number of hidden units low, we
employ a compression step at each QAOA layer (after
the first). Immediately after applying the UC(�i) gate

in layer i to the RBM  ✓ (and thereby introducing the
unwanted parameters), we go through the following steps:

1. Construct a new RBM  ̃✓.

2. Initialize  ̃✓ to exactly represent the state
UC

⇣P
ji

�j

⌘
|+i. Doing this introduces half the

number hidden units that are already present in the
 ✓.

3. Stochastically optimize  ̃✓ to approximate  ✓ using
Algorithm 1 with �!  ✓ and  !  ̃✓.

The optimization results in a new RBM state with
fewer hidden units that closely approximates the old
RBM with fidelity > 0.98 in all our tests. We then pro-
ceed to simulate the rest of the QAOA circuit and apply
the same compression procedure again when the number
of parameters increases again. The exact schedule of ap-
plying this procedure in context of different QAOA layers
can be seen on Fig. 1.

The initialization state for the optimization was chosen
as an exactly reproducible RBM state that has non-zero
overlap with the target (larger) RBM. In principle, any
other such state would work, but we heuristically found
this one to be a reliable choice across all p values studied.

III. RESULTS

In this section we present our simulation results for 20-
and 54-qubit instances of QAOA. In addition we discuss
model limitations and its relation to current state-of-the-
art simulations.

20 Qubits 

3-Random Regular Graph 

06.6 - Benchmark of Small Circuits

Medvidovic, and Carleo  
Npj Quantum Info 7, 101 (2021)
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06.7 - Simulating 54 Qubits
6

FIG. 3. Randomly generated 3-regular graphs with 54 nodes are considered at p = 1, 2, 4. At each p, all angles were set to
optimal values for a different graph of 20 nodes, except for the final �p. Cost dependence along this 1D slice of the variational
landscape (a higher-dimensional analogue of the leftmost panel of Fig. 2 is investigated. Data points are calculated using MCMC
sampling and compared with the exact curve available through Eq. 4 at p = 1 (dashed curve). Error bars were calculated using
bootstrap resampling but were too small to be visible on the plot. At p = 2, this 54-qubit simulation approximately implements
162 RZZ gates and 108 RX gates while at p = 4 there are 324 RZZs and 216 RXs. Despite non-optimal angles, our model
was able to capture the overall better QAOA approximation of the actual combinatorial optimum. A tight upper bound on
that optimum was calculated to be Copt . �69 by directly optimizing an RBM to represent a ground state of the cost operator
in Eq. 3

.

A. Simulation results

We begin by studying the performance of our approach
on a 20-qubit system corresponding to the MaxCut prob-
lem on a 3-regular graph of order 20. In that case, access
to exact numerical wavefunctions is not yet severely re-
stricted by the number of qubits. That makes it a suit-
able test-case. The results can be found on Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2, we can see that our approach reproduces
variations in the cost landscape associated with differ-
ent choices of QAOA angles at both p = 1 and p = 2.
At p = 1, an exact formula (Eq. 1) is available for com-
parison of cost function values. We report that, at opti-
mal angles, the overall final fidelity (overlap squared) was
consistently above 0.94 for all random graph instances we
simulated. Single-qubit fidelities were found to be > 0.99
almost universally. However, we find that the stochastic
optimization performance seems to be sensitive to choices
of QAOA variational parameters � and � away from op-
timum (see Sec. III B).

In modern sum-over-Cliffords/Metropolis simulators,
computational complexity grows exponentially with the
number of non-Clifford gates. With the RZZ gate being
a non-Clifford operation, even our 20-qubit toy example,
exactly implementing 60 RZZ gates at p = 2, is ap-

proaching the limit of what those simulators can do [21].
In addition, that limit is greatly exceeded by the larger,
54-qubit system we study next, implementing 162 RZZ

gates.

For the 54 qubit case, results can be seen on Fig. 3.
We approximately reproduce the exact error curve given
by Eq. 4, implementing 81 RZZ (e�i�Z⌦Z) gates exactly
and 54 RX (e�i�X) gates using the described optimiza-
tion method. We perform QAOA at p = 2 and p = 4 for
the 54-qubit graph as well. Given that RZZ gates do not
belong to the Clifford group, this simulation is the first
classical implementation of QAOA on a system of this
size, to the best of our knowledge, for p = 1, p = 2 and
p = 4. Specifically at p = 4, we approximately imple-
ment 324 RZZ gates, greatly exceeding the capabilities
of modern exact simulators. Given the favorable scaling
of our approach with system size near the optimum, we
conjecture that it may be used for even larger systems or
larger QAOA depths p to investigate previously unknown
regions of the QAOA cost landscape.

4 Layers 

324 RZZ Gates 

216 RX Gates

Medvidovic, and Carleo  
Npj Quantum Info 7, 101 (2021)
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06.8 - Comparing with tensor networks

Medvidovic, and Carleo  
Npj Quantum Info 7,  
101 (2021)
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accuracy

Remark: competitive tensor contraction schemes on 
similar problems yield only cost function not 

samples/ wave functions like for MPS/NQS
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NetKet: A Machine Learning Toolkit for Many-Body Quantum Systems
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We introduce NetKet, a comprehensive open source framework for the study of many-body quan-
tum systems using machine learning techniques. The framework is built around a general and flexible
implementation of neural-network quantum states, which are used as a variational ansatz for quan-
tum wavefunctions. NetKet provides algorithms for several key tasks in quantum many-body physics
and quantum technology, namely quantum state tomography, supervised learning from wavefunc-
tion data, and ground state searches for a wide range of customizable lattice models. Our aim is
to provide a common platform for open research and to stimulate the collaborative development of
computational methods at the interface of machine learning and many-body physics.

I. MOTIVATION AND SIGNIFICANCE

Recent years have seen a tremendous activity around
the development of physics-oriented numerical techniques
based on machine learning (ML) tools [1]. In the context
of many-body quantum physics, one of the main goals
of these approaches is to tackle complex quantum prob-
lems using compact representations of many-body states
based on artificial neural networks. These representa-
tions, dubbed neural-network quantum states (NQS) [2],
can be used for several applications. In the supervised
learning setting, they can be used, e.g., to learn existing
quantum states for which a non-NQS representation is
available [3]. In the unsupervised setting, they can be
used to reconstruct complex quantum states from exper-
imental measurements, a task known as quantum state
tomography [4]. Finally, in the context of purely varia-
tional applications, NQS can be used to find approximate
ground- and excited-state solutions of the Schrödinger
equation [2, 5–9], as well as to describe unitary [2, 10, 11]
and dissipative [12–15] many-body dynamics. Despite
the increasing methodological and theoretical interest in
NQS and their applications, a set of comprehensive, easy-
to-use tools for research applications is still lacking. This
is particularly pressing as the complexity of NQS-related

approaches and algorithms is expected to grow rapidly
given these first successes, steepening the learning curve.

The goal of NetKet is to provide a set of primitives
and flexible tools to ease the development of cutting-
edge ML applications for quantum many-body physics.
NetKet also wants to help bridge the gap between the lat-
est and technically demanding developments in the field
and those scholars and students who approach the sub-
ject for the first time. Pedagogical tutorials are provided
to this aim. Serving as a common platform for future re-
search, the NetKet project is meant to stimulate the open
and easy-to-certify development of new methods and to
provide a common set of tools to reproduce published
results.

A central philosophy of the NetKet framework is to
provide tools that are as simple as possible to use for
the end user. Given the huge popularity of the Python
programming language and of the many accompanying
tools gravitating around the Python ecosystem, we have
built NetKet as a full-fledged Python library. This sim-
plicity of use however does not come at the expense of
performance. With this e�ciency requirement in mind,
all critical routines and components of NetKet have been
written in C++11.
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